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Structural Detailer is modelling for review and modification, Applying company, 
client, and project drafting standards and procedures to draft control schematics, 
wiring diagrams and equipment connection diagrams, Coordinating with engineers
and project managers to understand project requirements and verify design 
details according to company standards and best practices.

JUNE 1992 – FEBRUARY 1994
STRUCTURAL DETAILER - ABC CORPORATION

 Performed related fundamental engineering support tasks.
 Developed and delivered progress reports along with other project requirements

and documentation.
 Experienced with managing multiple projects.
 Coordinated with lead technicians, programmers and engineers assigned to the 

projects.
 Abided by Company Safety Program and Policies, while performing duties safely.
 Utilized both 2D and 3D applications to prepare engineering drawings.
 Knowledged in design, calculations and design systems.

1990 – 1992
STRUCTURAL DETAILER - DELTA CORPORATION

 To produce fabrication/shop drawings that includes steel structures including 
miscellaneous items using SDS/2, TEKLA X steel &amp; Autocadd.

 Reason for leaving Laid off because there is no project.
 Jobs To produce fabrication/shop drawings that includes steel structures 

including miscellaneous items using SDS/2, TEKLA X steel &amp; Autocadd.
 Reason for leaving Laid off because there is no project.
 Developed structural fabrication drawings from architectural and structural 

engineering drawings, using AutoCad 14and 2002, Detail CAD &amp; CVS Pro 8.
 While seeking to furthering my experience in this construction industry, through

these years, engaging with this well know and high standards company,.
 Expanded my experience especially in the structural detailing, structural layouts

and structural elements.

EDUCATION

MA
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SKILLS

OSHA And Building Code Analysis, French Language, Imperial And Metric Design.<br>
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